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THE CHARTISTS IN NEWPORT 

A History in Photographs 

A few notes 

In the early morning of November 4, 1839, in a fierce rainstorm, around 4000 
working men from the valleys of South Wales marched down towards 
Newport. They were Chartists, adherents of a new movement dedicated to 
changing the government of the country. While other Chartist campaigners 
thought that the moral force of their argument would effect change, the 
marchers believed that a show of physical force was also needed.   

Passing the church of St Woolos above the town, they swept down 
Stow Hill and into the open space in front of the Westgate Hotel. They had 
been told that some Chartist comrades were being held in the hotel, but they 
didn’t know that it also housed a contingent of troops. As the Chartists 
stormed the Westgate, the soldiers opened fire. 

At least 22 men were killed before the crowds scattered and fled, 
though it’s probable that others died elsewhere of their wounds. The leaders 
of the march, John Frost, Zephaniah Williams and William Jones were put on 
trial at Monmouth and condemned to death for treason. The sentence was 
commuted to transportation to Tasmania, an exile from which only Frost 
returned. He settled in Stapleton near Bristol.  

!  

Of those killed at the Westgate, we know little more than their names. 
They were swiftly buried in unmarked graves next to St Woolos and the 
following year, the anniversary of the Rising was marked by the placing of red 
roses near the site of those burials. This commemoration has continued ever 
since.  

Through the nineteenth century, the town was officially rather 
embarrassed by the event which was then usually described as a ‘riot’. It was 
not until the centenary year of 1939 that the first memorial was put in place – 
a blue plaque on the site of John Frost’s birthplace at the top of the High 
Street.  

By then, the events of 1839 were regarded more positively since most 
of the Chartist demands had indeed been achieved. When the town centre 
was modernized in the 1960s, the main open space was named John Frost 
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Square and the tower block built near it called ‘Chartist Tower’. In 1978, the 
Chartist Mosaic, designed by Kenneth Budd, was installed in a walkway 
leading through to John Frost Square. An accomplished work, it became a 
much loved symbol of the town’s radical history.  

!  

As the 150th anniversary approached in 1989, other memorials were 
established. The site of Frost’s grave in Horfield churchyard in north Bristol 
was traced in 1986 and marked by a new headstone. In November, 1988, a 
memorial plaque was installed in front of St Woolos Cathedral (as it now was): 
since then, the roses have been laid around that plaque. Finally, a new public 
sculpture –– Christopher Kelly’s ‘Unity, Prudence, Energy’ –– was 
commissioned to stand outside the Westgate Hotel, though it was not 
unveiled until 1991. 

!  

In the years following these celebrations, there was perhaps a period of 
drift. The Westgate Hotel was slowly crumbling and eventually closed. And,  
on October 3, 2013, the Chartist Mosaic was demolished to make way for the 
new Friars Walk shopping centre. (I was away then and, by the time I got 
back, all I could photograph was the report in the South Wales Argus, 
headlined ‘Plain Stupid’!)  

Friars Walk was opened in 2015. To replace the mosaic, Sebastian 
Boyesen was commissioned to create two new artworks. One was a steel 
fretwork grille in front of the underground car park, inscribed with a poem 
about the Chartist march by the Welsh Poet Laureate Gillian Clarke. The 
second work involved the Six Points of the People’s Charter being inscribed 
on the steps rising from Usk Plaza to John Frost Square. Neither work has the 
centrality or visibility of the demolished mosaic. 
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There were also other positive gestures. In 2015, Duffryn High School 
changed its name to the John Frost School. In 2017, an ambitious public art 
project ‘In Their Footsteps’ involved the creation by artists, schools and 
community groups of 1000 small pairs of shoes. Made of clay, these were 
installed down Stow Hill along the route taken by the marchers. Three works 
are still there as more permanent markers. One is by the gates of St Woolos’ 
Cathedral: a pair of worker’s boots remade in white ceramic and decorated 
with small illustrations of the Rising. (This was fabricated by Chris Glynn and 
R M Parry.) On the wall next to the Primary School on Stow Hill are fixed two 
plaques featuring some of the tiny boots. And down in Westgate Square is the 
Chartist Milestone, with ‘To Downing Street 145 Miles’ on the front and 
‘November 4th 1839 / In Their Footsteps’ on the back. 

!  

2019 was the 180th anniversary of the Rising and was marked by a number of 
initiatives. Designed by Stephanie Roberts, the Rise Mosaic in St Paul’s Walk 
celebrates the role of women in the history of Newport. The first panel 
commemorates figures such as Mary Brewer and Joan Williams, who worked  
to organize Chartism in South Wales. Also, on November 4, 2019, a new 
version of the Chartist Mosaic was unveiled. Designed by Oliver Budd, the 
son of the original artist, it is sited in Rogerstone, next to the road that the 
Chartists took on their march into Newport. It is though  physically very 
different from the original. Only a tenth of its size, it is laid out in four panels a 
metre high, which form a zig-zag. 
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Newport Rising is a grass roots organization which organized a number 
of events in 2019, designed to connect the events of 1839 with a young and 
contemporary audience. The graphic novel ‘Newport Rising: Chartism 
Redrawn’ by Josh Cranton was launched at the Westgate Hotel in July and a 
torch-lit march from Belle Vue Park to the Westgate took place on the 
Anniversary on November 4. It rained then as well.  

!  

There was a lot of energy came out of the celebrations of 2019. Then in 2020, 
Covid-19 struck. Everything was frozen for a couple of years. But in 
November 2021, live events could be re-started. The Chartist convention was 
staged in St Woolos Cathedral, the Westgate was opened on November 4 
and I was able to show this slideshow there.    
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